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Career Focus:  

 Biologist; Zoologist; Birder; Geologist: Ecologist 
 
Objectives:  

 Learn the importance of the Earth’s structure 

 Discover different adaptations that birds have 

 Learn how to build a terrarium and how it functions as an ecosystem 

 
Vocabulary: 
 

 Agrology - Analysis and management of usable land for growth of food crops. 

Web of Life 

Background 

http://www.cortada.com/


 Bioengineering - Designing or reconstructing sustainable ecosystems. 

 Biosphere- is all living things, from single-celled bacteria to plants and animals.  

 Botany – characterization, growth and distribution of plants.  

 Conservation biology – preserve, manage or restore endangered areas of species. 

 Cryosphere- is the frozen part of the Earth system and includes snow, glaciers, and 

sea ice.  

 Ecology – study of relationships between living organisms and their environment. 

 Environmental geology – conservation of resources and future planning 

 Exosphere- is the upper limit of our atmosphere.  

 Exploration geophysics – crustal composition to find resources (e.g. oil, gold)  

 Forestry – characterization, growth, distribution and planting of trees. 

 Geochemistry – chemical composition of rocks and their changes.  

 Geosphere- includes all minerals, rocks, molten rock, sediments, and soils (although 

there are important living components to soils as well).  

 Geomorphology – nature, origin, development, and surface of land forms. 

 Geophysics – Earth’s magnetism, gravity, electrical properties, and radioactivity. 

 Glaciology – formation, movement, and makeup of current glaciers. 

 Hydrology – composition and flow of water over the earth.  

 Hydrosphere- includes the ocean, rivers, lakes, streams, groundwater, water vapor, 
and even puddles.  

 Mesosphere- is a layer of Earth's atmosphere. The mesosphere is above the 

stratosphere layer. 

 Mineralogy – natural and synthetic minerals with a crystalline structure. 

 Oceanography – water makeup, currents, boundaries, topography, and marine life. 

 Pedology – origin, treatment, character, and utilization of soil. 

 Petrology – origins, composition, alteration ad decay of rocks. 

 Stratosphere- is a layer of Earth's atmosphere. The stratosphere is the second layer, 

as one move upward from Earth's surface, of the atmosphere. 

 Structural Geology – rock changes and distortions within the earth’s layers. 

 Thermosphere - is a layer with auroras. It is also where the space shuttle orbits.  
Troposphere - first layer above the surface and contains half of the Earth's 
atmosphere. Weather occurs in this layer. 

 Volcanology – formation, activity, temperature, and explosions of volcanoes. 

 Wildlife Biology – characterization and distribution of animal communities. 

 Zoology – characterization, growth and distribution of animals.   

 Beak, bill or rostrum- is an external anatomical structure of birds which, in addition to 

eating, is used for grooming, manipulating objects, killing prey, probing for food, 
courtship and feeding their young. 

 Birds- are bipedal, endothermic (warm-blooded), vertebrate animals that lay eggs.  

 Camouflage- is a method of cryptic or concealing coloration that allows an otherwise 

visible organism or object to remain indiscernible from the surrounding environment 
through deception. 

 Carnivores-meat-eaters. 

 Feathers- highly modified scales 

 Fructivore- fruit-eaters. 

 Herbivores-plant-eaters. 

 Insectivores-insect eaters. 
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 Omnivores -plant- and meat-eaters. 

 Plumage-the arrangement and appearance of feathers on the bird’s body. 

 
 

 
General Information 
 
About Planet Earth 
Earth is our home. We rely 
upon it for our existence in 
man y different ways. Our 
planet's rocks, soils, and 
the chemical, physical, and 
biological processes that 
create and transform them, 
on the continents and 
beneath the oceans, 
produce resources and 
materials that sustain our 
way of life. Even modest 
changes to the Earth 

system, of which these are 
a part, have had profound 
influences on human societies and the course of civilization. 

It is important to understand the Earth sciences. Many challenges facing humanity, from 
dwindling energy and mineral resources, to water shortages and changing global climate, 
directly relate to the Earth sciences. There are many difficult decisions that governments, 
local and national, will have to make concerning these issues. We need citizens and 
governments that are Earth science literate to create policies that appropriately weigh the 
importance of resource conservation, use, and sustainability. 

Earth, the largest and densest rocky planet, was formed about 4.5 billion years ago. The 
Earth, which is located three planets from the Sun, is the only planet in the universe known to 
support any kind of life.  The Earth's interior is divided into four layers, which is typical of 
rocky planets. Each layer has different characteristics and is made of different elements and 
minerals.  

The Earth rotates around its own north to south axis once every 23 hours, 56 minutes and 
4.091 seconds (one day), and around the Sun once every 365.2564 days (one year).  

There are many different types of features on Earth’s surface due to the complexity of our 
planet. The surface is unique from the other planets because it is the only one which has 
liquid water in such large quantities. Water forms some features of Earth's surface such as 
rivers, oceans, beaches and lakes. Other surface features, such as mountains, earthquakes 
and volcanoes, are formed when large pieces of the Earth’s outer layer move slowly by plate 
tectonics.  

The Earth formed when the initial molten lava mass cooled and formed a solid outer crust. 
The Earth’s approximation to the Sun and ability to absorb its solar energy allowed for 
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photosynthesis to occur. This began the accumulation and storage of oxygen in the Earth’s 
atmosphere and the development of what we now know as the ozone layer. Early eukaryotic 
life on Earth soon followed.  

With the complete formation of the ozone layer, which blocked all harmful ultraviolet radiation 
from the Sun, multicellular life began to slowly populate the planet.  

The Earth as a system 

The first time people got a glimpse of the whole Earth was December 1968. Apollo 8 
astronauts took pictures of the Earth as they traveled to and from the Moon.  In their 
photographs, the Earth looks like a small blue and white marble in a sea of black space.  
Looking at the planet from that far away makes it easy to see that all its parts – the living 
things, the air, the water, the ice, and the rocks - are connected.  Everything on Earth is in the 
same boat floating through space - a system.  

Since the 1980s, NASA scientists have been studying the Earth as they study other planets – 
mainly from above with satellites. Based on this way of looking at Earth, they developed the 
idea of Earth system science.   

“From space we can view the Earth as a whole system, observe the net results of complex 
interactions, and begin to understand how the planet is changing in response to natural and 
human influences,” NASA explained in a 2003 report.  

There are five parts of the Earth system. Each part has its own collection of materials and 
processes. However, the parts of the Earth system do not operate on their own.  They all 
interact with other parts in many ways.  

The atmosphere extends up from the Earth surface for several hundred kilometers. The 
lowest part is home to clouds and weather.  

The biosphere is all living things, from single-celled bacteria to plants and animals.  

The geosphere includes all minerals, rocks, molten rock, sediments, and soils (although there 
are important living components to soils as well).  

The hydrosphere includes the ocean, rivers, lakes, streams, groundwater, water vapor, and 
even puddles.  

The cryosphere is the frozen part of the Earth system and includes snow, glaciers, and sea 
ice.  

The Sun has a large impact on the Earth and so it is also considered a part of the Earth 
system. Almost all the energy on Earth comes from the Sun.   The factors outside the planet, 
like the Sun and solar system, which have an impact on the Earth system, are sometimes 
called the Exosphere. 

Earth Magnetic Field 

The Earth has a magnetic field with north and south poles. The Earth's magnetic field 
reaches 36,000 miles into space.  

The magnetic field of the Earth is surrounded in a region called the magnetosphere. The 
magnetosphere prevents most of the particles from the sun, carried in solar wind, from hitting 
the Earth.  
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Some particles from the solar wind can enter the magnetosphere. The particles that enter 
from the magneto tail travel toward the Earth and create the auroral oval light shows.  

The Sun and other planets have magnetospheres, but the Earth has the strongest one of all 
the rocky planets. The Earth's north and south magnetic poles reverse at irregular intervals of 
hundreds of thousands of years.  

The Earth has a substantial magnetic field, a fact of some historical importance because of 
the role of the magnetic compass in exploration of the planet.  

Structure of the Field 

The field lines defining the structure of the magnetic field are similar to those of a simple bar 
magnet, as illustrated in the following figure. 

It is well known that the axis of the magnetic field is tipped with respect to the rotation axis of 
the Earth. Thus, true north (defined by the direction to the north rotational pole) does not 
coincide with magnetic north (defined by the direction to the north magnetic pole) and 
compass directions must be corrected by fixed amounts at given points on the surface of the 
Earth to yield true directions.  

Origin of the Magnetic Field 

Magnetic fields are produced by the motion of electrical charges. For example, the magnetic 
field of a bar magnet results from the motion of negatively charged electrons in the magnet. 
The origin of the Earth's magnetic field is not completely understood, but is thought to be 
associated with electrical currents produced by the coupling of convective effects and rotation 

in the spinning liquid metallic outer core 
of iron and nickel. This mechanism is 
termed the dynamo effect.  
 
Rocks that are formed from the molten 
state contain indicators of the magnetic 
field at the time of their solidification. The 
study of such "magnetic fossils" 
indicates that the Earth's magnetic field 
reverses itself every million years or so 
(the north and south magnetic poles 
switch). This is but one detail of the 
magnetic field that is not well 
understood.  

The Earth's Magnetosphere 

The solar wind mentioned above is a 
stream of ionized gases that blows outward from the Sun at about 400 km/second and that 
varies in intensity with the amount of surface activity on the Sun. The Earth's magnetic field 
shields it from much of the solar wind. When the solar wind encounters Earth's magnetic field 
it is deflected like water around the bow of a ship, as illustrated in the adjacent image.  
The imaginary surface at which the solar wind is first deflected is called the bow shock. The 
corresponding region of space sitting behind the bow shock and surrounding the Earth is 
termed the magnetosphere; it represents a region of space dominated by the Earth's 
magnetic field in the sense that it largely prevents the solar wind from entering. However, 

2 Photo Credit – University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill; 
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some high energy charged particles from the solar wind leak into the magnetosphere and are 
the source of the charged particles trapped in the Van Allen belts.  

 

The Moon 

The Earth's one natural satellite, the Moon, is more than one quarter the size of Earth itself 
(3,474 km diameter). Because of its smaller size, the Moon's gravity is one-sixth of the 
Earth's gravity, as we saw demonstrated by the giant leaps of the Apollo astronauts.  
 
 
While there are only two basic types of regions on the Moon's surface, there are many 
interesting surface features such as craters, mountain ranges, rilles, and lava plains. The 
structure of the Moon's interior is more difficult to study. The Moon's top layer is a rocky solid, 
perhaps 800 km thick. Beneath this layer is a partially molten zone. Although it is not known 
for certain, many lunar geologists believe the Moon may have a small iron core, even though 
the Moon has no magnetic field. By studying the Moon's surface and interior, geologists can 
learn about the Moon's geological history and its formation.  

The footprints left by Apollo astronauts will last for centuries because there is no wind on the 
Moon. The Moon does not possess any atmosphere, so there is no weather as we are used 
to on Earth. Because there is no atmosphere to trap heat, the temperatures on the Moon are 
extreme, ranging from 100° C at noon to -173° C at night.  

The Atmosphere 

The atmosphere surrounds Earth and protects us by blocking out dangerous rays from the 
sun. The atmosphere is a mixture of gases that becomes thinner until it gradually reaches 
space. It is composed of Nitrogen (78%), Oxygen (21%), and other gases (1%).  

Oxygen is essential to life because it allows us to breathe. Some of the oxygen has changed 
over time to ozone. The ozone layer filters out the sun's harmful rays. Recently, there have 
been many studies on how humans have caused a hole in the ozone layer.  

Humans are also affecting Earth's atmosphere through the greenhouse effect. Due to 
increases in gases, like carbon dioxide, that trap heat being radiated from the Earth, 
scientists believe that the atmosphere is having trouble staying in balance creating the 
greenhouse effect .  

The atmosphere is divided into five layers depending on how temperature changes with 
height. Most of the weather and clouds are found in the first layer. Atmospheric optics shows 
us how light behaves as it passes through the atmosphere. 

Layers of the Atmosphere  

The atmosphere is divided into five layers. It is thickest near the surface and thins out with 
height until it eventually merges with space.  
 
1) The troposphere is the first layer above the surface and contains half of the Earth's 
atmosphere. Weather occurs in this layer.  
2) Many jet aircrafts fly in the stratosphere because it is very stable. Also, the ozone layer 
absorbs harmful rays from the Sun. 
3) Meteors or rock fragments burn up in the mesosphere. 
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4) The thermosphere is a layer with auroras. It is also where the space shuttle orbits.  
5) The atmosphere merges into space in the extremely thin exosphere. This is the upper limit 
of our atmosphere.  

 

Troposphere 

The troposphere is the lowest layer of Earth's atmosphere. The troposphere starts at Earth's 
surface and goes up to a height of 7 to 20 km (4 to 12 miles, or 23,000 to 65,000 feet) above 

3 Photo Credit - Smithsonian National Museum of History 
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sea level. Most of the mass (about 75-80%) of the atmosphere is in the troposphere. Almost 
all weather occurs within this layer. Air is warmest at the bottom of the troposphere near 
ground level. Higher up it gets colder. Air pressure and the density of the air are also less at 
high altitudes. The layer above the troposphere is called the stratosphere.  

Nearly all of the water vapor and dust particles in the atmosphere are in the troposphere. 
That is why most clouds are found in this lowest layer, too. The bottom of the troposphere, 
right next to the surface of Earth, is called the "boundary layer". In places where Earth's 
surface is "bumpy" (mountains, forests) winds in the boundary layer are all jumbled up. In 
smooth places (over water or ice) the winds are smoother. The winds above the boundary 
layer aren't affected by the surface much. 

The troposphere is heated from below. Sunlight warms the ground or ocean, which in turn 
radiates the heat into the air right above it. This warm air tends to rise. That keeps the air in 
the troposphere "stirred up". The top of the troposphere is quite cold. The temperature there 
is around -55° C (-64° F)! Air also gets 'thinner' as you go higher up. That's why mountain 
climbers sometimes need bottled oxygen to breathe. 

The boundary between the top of the troposphere and the stratosphere (the layer above it) is 
called the tropopause. The height of the tropopause depends on latitude, season, and 
whether it is day or night. Near the equator, the tropopause is about 20 km (12 miles or 
65,000 feet) above sea level. In winter near the poles the tropopause is much lower. It is 
about 7 km (4 miles or 23,000 feet) high. The jet stream is just below the tropopause. This 
"river of air" zooms along at 400 km/hr (250 mph)!  

 

The Stratosphere 

The stratosphere is a layer of Earth's atmosphere. The stratosphere is the second layer, as 
one moves upward from Earth's surface, of the atmosphere. The stratosphere is above the 
troposphere and below the mesosphere. 

The top of the stratosphere occurs at 50 km (31 miles) altitude. The boundary between the 
stratosphere and the mesosphere above is called the stratopause. The altitude of the bottom 
of the stratosphere varies with latitude and with the seasons, occurring between about 8 and 
16 km (5 and 10 miles, or 26,000 to 53,000 feet). The bottom of the stratosphere is around 16 
km (10 miles or 53,000 feet) above Earth's surface near the equator, around 10 km (6 miles) 
at mid-latitudes, and around 8 km (5 miles) near the poles. It is slightly lower in winter at mid- 
and high-latitudes, and slightly higher in the summer. The boundary between the 
stratosphere and the troposphere below is called the tropopause.  

Ozone, an unusual type of oxygen molecule that is relatively abundant in the stratosphere, 
heats this layer as it absorbs energy from incoming ultraviolet radiation from the Sun. 
Temperatures rise as one moves upward through the stratosphere. This is exactly the 
opposite of the behavior in the troposphere in which we live, where temperatures drop with 
increasing altitude. Because of this temperature stratification, there is little convection and 
mixing in the stratosphere, so the layers of air there are quite stable. Commercial jet aircraft 
fly in the lower stratosphere to avoid the turbulence which is common in the troposphere 
below. 

The stratosphere is very dry; air there contains little water vapor. Because of this, few clouds 
are found in this layer; almost all clouds occur in the lower, more humid troposphere. Polar 
stratospheric clouds (PSCs) are the exception. PSCs appear in the lower stratosphere near 
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the poles in winter. They are found at altitudes of 15 to 25 km (9.3 to 15.5 miles) and form 
only when temperatures at those heights dip below -78° C. They appear to help cause the 
formation of the infamous holes in the ozone layer by "encouraging" certain chemical 
reactions that destroy ozone. PSCs are also called nacreous clouds.  

Air is roughly a thousand times thinner at the top of the stratosphere than it is at sea level. 
Because of this, jet aircraft and weather balloons reach their maximum operational altitudes 
within the stratosphere. 

Due to the lack of vertical convection in the stratosphere, materials that get into the 
stratosphere can stay there for long times. Such is the case for the ozone-destroying 
chemicals called CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons). Large volcanic eruptions and major meteorite 
impacts can fling aerosol particles up into the stratosphere where they may linger for months 
or years, sometimes altering Earth's global climate. Rocket launches inject exhaust gases 
into the stratosphere, producing uncertain consequences. 

Various types of waves and tides in the atmosphere influence the stratosphere. Some of 
these waves and tides carry energy from the troposphere upward into the stratosphere; 
others convey energy from the stratosphere up into the mesosphere. The waves and tides 
influence the flows of air in the stratosphere and can also cause regional heating of this layer 
of the atmosphere.  

A rare type of electrical discharge, somewhat akin to lightning, occurs in the stratosphere. 
These "blue jets" appear above thunderstorms, and extend from the bottom of the 
stratosphere up to altitudes of 40 or 50 km (25 to 31 miles). 

The Ozone Layer  

Why does the topic of ozone make the news so much? How important is the ozone in our 
atmosphere? Why are scientists so concerned about its increase near the surface of the 
Earth and its disappearance higher up in the atmosphere? 

First things first - what is ozone? Ozone is made of three oxygen atoms (O3). The oxygen in 
our atmosphere that we breathe is made up of two oxygen atoms  (O2). When enough ozone 
molecules are present, it forms a pale blue gas. Ozone has the same chemical structure 
whether it is found in the stratosphere or the troposphere. Where we find ozone in the 
atmosphere determines whether we consider it to be "good" or "bad"! 

In the troposphere, the ground-level or "bad" ozone is an air pollutant that damages human 
health, vegetation, and many common materials. It is a key ingredient of urban smog. In the 
stratosphere, we find the "good" ozone that protects life on Earth from the harmful effects of 
the Sun's ultraviolet rays. We have good reason to be concerned about the thinning of the 
ozone layer in the stratosphere. We also have good reason to be concerned about the 
buildup of ozone in the troposphere. Although simplistic, the saying "Good up high and bad 
near by," sums up ozone in the atmosphere.  

The Mesosphere 

The mesosphere is a layer of Earth's atmosphere. The mesosphere is above the stratosphere 
layer. The layer above the mesosphere is called the thermosphere. The mesosphere starts at 
50 km (31 miles) above Earth's surface and goes up to 85 km (53 miles) high. 
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As you get higher up in the mesosphere, the temperature gets colder. The top of the 
mesosphere is the coldest part of Earth's atmosphere. The temperature there is around -90° 
C (-130° F)! 

The boundaries between layers in the atmosphere have special names. The mesopause is 
the boundary between the mesosphere and the thermosphere above it. The stratopause is 
the boundary between the mesosphere and the stratosphere below it.  

Scientists know less about the mesosphere than about other layers of the atmosphere. The 
mesosphere is hard to study. Weather balloons and jet planes cannot fly high enough to 
reach the mesosphere. The orbits of satellites are above the mesosphere. We don't have 
many ways to get scientific instruments to the mesosphere to take measurements there. We 
do get some measurements using sounding rockets. Sounding rockets make short flights that 
don't go into orbit. Overall, there's a lot we don't know about the mesosphere because it is 
hard to measure and study.  

What do we know about the mesosphere? Most meteors from space burn up in this layer. A 
special type of clouds, called "noctilucent clouds" (right), sometimes forms in the mesosphere 
near the North and South Poles. These clouds are strange because they form much, much 
higher up than any other type of cloud. There are also odd types of lightning in the 
mesosphere. These types of lightning, called "sprites" and "ELVES", appear dozens of miles 
above thunderclouds in the troposphere below. 

In the mesosphere and below, different kinds of gases are all mixed together in the air. Above 
the mesosphere, the air is so thin that atoms and molecules of gases hardly ever run into 
each other. The gases get separated some, depending on the kinds of elements (like 
nitrogen or oxygen) that are in them. 

You know that waves can form in the ocean or other bodies of water. But did you know that 
there are waves of air in the atmosphere? Some of these waves start in the lower 
atmosphere, the troposphere and stratosphere, and move upward into the mesosphere. The 
waves carry energy to the mesosphere. Most of the movement of air in the mesosphere is 
caused by these waves. 

 

The Thermosphere 

The thermosphere is a layer of Earth's atmosphere. The thermosphere is directly above the 
mesosphere and below the exosphere. It extends from about 90 km (56 miles) to between 
500 and 1,000 km (311 to 621 miles) above our planet. 

Temperatures climb sharply in the lower thermosphere (below 200 to 300 km altitude), then 
level off and hold fairly steady with increasing altitude above that height. Solar activity 
strongly influences temperature in the thermosphere. The thermosphere is typically about 
200° C (360° F) hotter in the daytime than at night, and roughly 500° C (900° F) hotter when 
the Sun is very active than at other times. Temperatures in the upper thermosphere can 
range from about 500° C (932° F) to 2,000° C (3,632° F) or higher.  

The boundary between the thermosphere and the exosphere above it is called the 
thermopause. At the bottom of the thermosphere is the mesopause, the boundary between 
the thermosphere and the mesosphere below.  
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Although the thermosphere is considered part of Earth's atmosphere, the air density is so low 
in this layer that most of the thermosphere is what we normally think of as outer space. In 
fact, the most common definition says that space begins at an altitude of 100 km (62 miles), 
slightly above the mesopause at the bottom of the thermosphere. The space shuttle and the 
International Space Station both orbit Earth within the thermosphere!  

Below the thermosphere, gases made of different types of atoms and molecules are 
thoroughly mixed together by turbulence in the atmosphere. Air in the lower atmosphere is 
mainly composed of the familiar blend of about 80% nitrogen molecules (N2) and about 20% 
oxygen molecules (O2). In the thermosphere and above, gas particles collide so infrequently 
that the gases become somewhat separated based on the types of chemical elements they 
contain (picture on left). Energetic ultraviolet and X-ray photons from the Sun also break 
apart molecules in the thermosphere. In the upper thermosphere, atomic oxygen (O), atomic 
nitrogen (N), and helium (He) are the main components of air.  

Much of the X-ray and UV radiation from the Sun is absorbed in the thermosphere. When the 
Sun is very active and emitting more high energy radiation, the thermosphere gets hotter and 
expands or "puffs up". Because of this, the height of the top of the thermosphere (the 
thermopause) varies. The thermopause is found at an altitude between 500 km and 1,000 km 
or higher. Since many satellites orbit within the thermosphere, changes in the density of (the 
very, very thin) air at orbital altitudes brought on by heating and expansion of the 
thermosphere generates a drag force on satellites. Engineers must take this varying drag into 
account when calculating orbits, and satellites occasionally need to be boosted higher to 
offset the effects of the drag force.  

High-energy solar photons also tear electrons away from gas particles in the thermosphere, 
creating electrically-charged ions of atoms and molecules. Earth's ionosphere, composed of 
several regions of such ionized particles in the atmosphere, overlaps with and shares the 
same space with the electrically neutral thermosphere.  

Like the oceans, Earth's atmosphere has waves and tides within it. These waves and tides 
help move energy around within the atmosphere, including the thermosphere. Winds and the 
overall circulation in the thermosphere are largely driven by these tides and waves. Moving 
ions, dragged along by collisions with the electrically neutral gases, produce powerful 
electrical currents in some parts of the thermosphere.  

Finally, the aurora (the Southern and Northern Lights) primarily occurs in the thermosphere. 
Charged particles (electrons, protons, and other ions) from space collide with atoms and 
molecules in the thermosphere at high latitudes, exciting them into higher energy states. 
Those atoms and molecules shed this excess energy by emitting photons of light, which we 
see as colorful auroral displays.  

 

The Exosphere 

Very high up, the Earth's atmosphere becomes very thin. The region where atoms and 
molecules escape into space is referred to as the exosphere. The exosphere is on top of the 
thermosphere.  
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Biosphere 

The biosphere is all life on our planet. This includes all the things that are living as well as the 
remains of those that have died but have not yet decomposed. The biosphere includes life on 
land and in the oceans - multitudes of plants, animals, fungi, protists, and bacteria.  

Have you heard the expression “carbon-based life forms”? The living things on our planet are 
called carbon-based because most of the molecules in them are chains of carbon atoms 
linked together. These carbon chains really add up when you consider the total amount of life 
on the planet. Add it all up and the life on our planet contains approximately 1900 gigatons of 
carbon. That’s heavier than 116 billion school buses!  

The biosphere has a great impact on the climate because the biosphere is closely connected 
to the atmosphere. When plants harness the Sun’s energy through photosynthesis, oxygen is 
released into the atmosphere and carbon dioxide is taken out. When plants and animals 
respire, carbon dioxide gas is added to the atmosphere and oxygen is taken out. Microbes 
living in soils can add nitrous oxide gas to the atmosphere. As humans burn components of 
the biosphere such as fossil fuels, forests and fields, greenhouse gases such as carbon 
dioxide and nitrous oxide are released into the atmosphere. 

 
 
Hydrosphere 
Water is found in many places on Earth including on the surface of the planet, within rocks 
below the surface, and in the atmosphere.  Water travels between different areas of the Earth 
through the water cycle. 

About 70% of the Earth surface is covered with water, and most of that is the ocean. Only a 
small portion of the Earth's water is freshwater, which is found in rivers, lakes, and 
groundwater. Freshwater is needed for drinking, farming, and washing.  

Without water, life as we know it would not exist. 

The Earth Water Cycle 

Water is always on the move. Rain falling where you live may have been water in the ocean 
just days before. And the water you see in a river or stream may have been snow on a high 
mountaintop.  
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Water can be in the atmosphere, on the land, in the ocean, and even underground. It is 
recycled over and over through the water cycle.  In the cycle, water changes state between 
liquid, solid (ice), and gas (water vapor). 

Most water vapor gets into the atmosphere by a process called evaporation. This process 
turns the water that is at the top of the ocean, rivers, and lakes into water vapor in the 
atmosphere using energy from the Sun. Water vapor can also form from snow and ice 
through the process of sublimation and can evaporate from plants by a process called 
transpiration.  

The water vapor rises in the atmosphere and cools, forming tiny water droplets by a process 
called condensation.  Those water droplets make up clouds. If those tiny water droplets 
combine with each other they grow larger and eventually become too heavy to stay in the air. 
Then they fall to the ground as rain, snow, and other types of precipitation. 

Most of the precipitation that falls becomes a part of the ocean or part of rivers, lakes, and 
streams that eventually lead to the ocean. Some of the snow and ice that falls as precipitation 
stays at the Earth surface in glaciers and other types of ice. Some of the precipitation seeps 
into the ground and becomes a part of the groundwater. 

Water stays in certain places longer than others. A drop of water may spend over 3,000 years 
in the ocean before moving on to another part of the water cycle while a drop of water spends 
an average of just eight days in the atmosphere before falling back to Earth.  

 

Cryosphere 

Frozen water is found in many different 
places on Earth. Snow blankets the ground 
at mid and high latitudes during winter. 
Sea ice and icebergs float in the chilly 
waters of polar oceans. Ice shelves fringe 
lands in Earth’s Polar Regions. Glaciers 
and larger ice sheets move slowly over 
land in Polar Regions. Glaciers are also 
found on high mountain tops around the 
world. The soils of Polar Regions, called 
permafrost, are filled with frozen water. 
Together, these different types of frozen 
water are known as the Earth’s 
Cryosphere. Approximately three-quarters 
of the world’s fresh water is frozen in the 
Cryosphere.  

Some parts of the Cryosphere, such as snow and the ice on ponds and lakes in mid-latitude 
locations, are only around during winter months. Other parts of the Cryosphere, such as 
glaciers and ice sheets, stay frozen year-round and, in fact, can stay that way for tens of 
thousands or even hundreds of thousands of years. Some of the ice in the ice sheet that 
covers most of the continent of Antarctica has been there for nearly a million years. 

The Cryosphere is tied to the other parts of the Earth system. Here are some 
examples! 
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o Because snow and ice are light in color, they reflect more of the Sun’s energy back 
into space. When snow and ice melt, darker ocean and land are exposed. The 
darker colors absorb and then radiate more of the Sun’s energy, warming the 
atmosphere. 

o When ice and snow melt, the water becomes part of the hydrosphere. For example, 
in the state of Washington in the western United States, melting snow and glaciers 
during summer provide 470 billion gallons of water each summer. The amount of 
snow and ice that melts each summer is increasing because of global warming.  

o Many different living organisms within the biosphere rely on parts of the Cryosphere 
for water and habitat. Polar bears roam across Arctic sea ice as they hunt for seals. 
Arctic cod take shelter in areas underneath the sea ice. Some penguins rely on ice 
during their breeding season. Snow and ice that melt seasonally, provides the 
freshwater that many different plants and animals need to survive.  

o Glaciers and ice sheets shape the land surface. They erode rocks of the Geosphere 
as the ice moves slowly across the land and then the eroded sediments are 
deposited in other places. In the tundra ecosystem, soils stiff with ice, called 
permafrost, sequester greenhouse gases from the atmosphere.  

Geosphere  

The Geosphere includes all minerals, rocks, molten rock, sediments, and soils (although 
there are important living components to soils as well). The Geosphere is often used to refer 
to the densest parts of Earth, which consist mostly of rock and regolith (is a layer of loose, 
heterogeneous material covering solid rock). The dense geosphere is also subdivided into the 
crust, mantle, and core. The outer core is unusual in that it is considered to be a liquid, yet it 
is a part of Earth's interior. 

Lithosphere 

Underneath both the atmosphere and the hydrosphere is the lithosphere. The solid Earth is 
not uniform and is therefore divided into three principal regions based on composition. The 
core is the denser inner sphere. On top of this is the less dense mantle, followed by the light 
and thin outer skin of Earth called the crust. The lithosphere refers to the rigid outer layer that 
includes the crust and uppermost mantle. The two principal divisions of Earth’s lithosphere 
are the continents and the ocean basins.  

("Earth's Interior and Surface.") 

Into the Earth  

The story of plate tectonics really starts deep within the Earth, so lets take a look inside first. 
Although the Earth appears to be made up of solid rock to us surface-dwelling humans, it’s 
actually made up of three distinct layers: the crust, mantle, and core. Each layer has its own 
unique properties and chemical composition.  

Plate Tectonics 
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Plate tectonics is a theory which describes the large scale motions of Earth's lithosphere. The 
theory builds on the older concepts of continental drift, developed during the first decades of 
the 20th century by Alfred Wegener, and seafloor spreading, developed in the 1960s. Alfred 

Lothar Wegener German was a scientist, geologist, and meteorologist. He is most notable for 
his theory of continental drift proposed in 1915, which hypothesized that the continents were 
slowly drifting around the Earth. However, Wegener was unable to demonstrate a mechanism 
for continental drift, which, combined with his mostly circumstantial evidence, meant that his 
hypothesis was not accepted until the 1950s, when numerous discoveries provided evidence 
of continental drift. From 1912, Wegener publicly advocated the theory of "continental drift", 
arguing that all the continents were once joined together in a single landmass and have 
drifted apart. In 1915, in The Origin of Continents and Oceans (Die Entstehung der 
Kontinente und Ozeane), Wegener published the theory that there had once been a giant 
continent, he named "Pangaea" (meaning "All-Lands" or "All-Earth") and drew together 
evidence from various fields. 

The main force that shapes our planet’s surface over long amounts of time is the movement 
of Earth's outer layer by the process of plate tectonics.  

The picture above shows how the rigid outer layer of the Earth, called the lithosphere, is 
made of plates which fit together like a jigsaw puzzle. These plates are made of rock, but the 
rock is, in general, lightweight compared with the denser, fluid layer underneath. This allows 
the plates to "float" on top of the denser material. 

Movements deep within the Earth, which carry heat from the hot interior to the cooler surface, 
cause the plates to move very slowly on the surface, about 2 inches per year. There are 
several different hypotheses to explain exactly how these motions allow plates to move.  

 

Interesting things happen at the edges of plates. Subduction zones form when plates crash 
into each other, spreading ridges form when plates pull away from each other, and large 
faults form when plates slide past each other. 

Three types of plate boundaries exist, characterized by the way the plates move relative to 
each other. The different types of plate boundaries are:  
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1. Transform boundaries occur where plates slide or, perhaps more accurately, grind 
past each other along transform faults. The relative motion of the two plates is either 
sinistral (left side toward the observer) or dextral (right side toward the observer). The 
San Andreas Fault in California is an example of a transform boundary exhibiting 
dextral motion.  

 

2. Divergent boundaries occur where two plates slide apart from each other. Mid-ocean 
ridges (e.g., Mid-Atlantic Ridge) and active zones of rifting (such as Africa's Great Rift 
Valley) are both examples of divergent boundaries.  

 

3. Convergent boundaries (or active margins) occur where two plates slide towards 
each other commonly forming either a subduction zone (if one plate moves 
underneath the other) or a continental collision (if the two plates contain continental 
crust). Deep marine trenches are typically associated with subduction zones. The 
subducting slab contains many hydrous minerals, which release their water on 
heating; this water then causes the mantle to melt, producing volcanism. Examples of 
this are the Andes mountain range in South America and the Japanese island arc.  

("What on Earth Is Plate Tectonics?") 

 

What is a terrarium? 

 
A terrarium is garden that is enclosed so that water continues to be 
recycled for the plants.  
 

Learning Lesson for kids: Terrariums as an ecosystem  

A terrarium is a miniature ecosystem which is a complex system of 
relationships between organisms and resources of different types. 
The predominant organisms in your terrarium ecosystem are plants 
and the micro-organisms in the soil. The major resources are water, 
sunlight, and soil. These all work together to form a miniature little 
system that can sustain itself for long periods of time. If you have a 
good balance of plants, soil, nutrients, and water in your terrarium 
you will be able to seal it up and watch it grow and thrive for very 
long periods of time - sometimes even years.  

The ecosystem inside your container is very similar to that in the 
real world. There is water accumulated in the soil and in the pebbles and sunlight will cause 
this water to evaporate and form droplets along the sides and top of the container. These 
drops will grow larger and then fall back into the soil. This is a circular process that will 
continue as long as there is water and sunlight and this rhythm will bring a constant supply of 
moisture and nutrients to your plants. And if you have put activated charcoal in your terrarium 
it acts as a filter. As the water passes through the charcoal all the impurities are trapped so 
the water is more pure for the next cycle. In the real world the same thing happens when it 
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rains. Water is evaporated up to the clouds then released back down in the form of rain. It is 
a continuous cycle just like inside your container.  

 

 

Caring for your terrarium  

A terrarium needs to be watched carefully for the first week. This is to insure it is getting the 
right amount of light and water. If you purchased your plants you should look at the tags that 
came with them and follow the watering and lighting instructions. If you found your plants 
outdoors you should try to simulate the environment they 
were found in. Were they in an open field with lots of 
sunlight? If so then give them lots of sunlight. Were they 
in a forested area with only moderate light? Then keep 
them in a window that only gets moderate amounts of 
light. Finally, if you found the plants yourself, were they in 
rich and moist soil or dry soil? Simulate this when 
watering.  

Watering  

For the first week you should watch your plants very 
carefully. Are water droplets forming on the glass? If so, 
this is great! But if the soil seems soggy then you might 
have over watered so you should take the cover off for a 
couple of days and let it dry out a bit. If the soil is dry and 
very few droplets are forming you should add a little bit of 
water. But if you are using cactus and other desert plants 
it will be ok to let the soil get a bit dry. After about a week 
with the plants looking pretty good you can be confident 
that the cover can stay on it for long periods of time. And 
if sunlight only comes into the terrarium from one 
particular side (like in a window) you should rotate the terrarium every couple of days to 
ensure the plants don't all grow at an angle pointing toward the window. Rotating the 
terrarium will force the plants to grow straight up.  

Pruning and Trimming  

Over the course of time the plants in the container will grow and you can reach in there and 
trim them gently with a small pair of safety scissors. This will keep it attractive looking and will 
keep the balance of the ecosystem.  

A terrarium is a wonderful project for kids to make and it is a living system that will bring a 
child much enjoyment both in the making of one and the long term caring for one. It is a great 
opportunity for children to learn about plants and eco systems and it's a great project 
because it doesn't take too much effort or care to maintain. It is a closed system that will 
thrive with very little care.  

("A Terrarium for Kids.”) 
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What is a bird? 
Birds are warm-blooded vertebrate animals that have wings, feathers, a beak, no teeth a 
skeleton in which many bones are fused together or are absent, and an extremely efficient, 
one-way breathing system. Flying birds have strong, hollow bones and powerful flight 
muscles.  
Most birds can fly. Birds have a very strong heart and an efficient way of breathing - these 
are necessary for birds to fly. Birds also use a lot of energy while flying and need to eat a lot 
of food to power their flight.  
Not all flying animals are birds; and not all birds can fly. The ability to fly has developed 
independently many times throughout the history of the Earth. Bats (flying mammals), 
pterosaurs (flying reptiles from the time of the dinosaurs), and flying insects are not birds.  
 
 
The fastest running bird is the ostrich, but it cannot fly. The ostrich is also the fastest two-
legged runner of all the animals on Earth. The ostrich is the largest bird.  
Bird locomotion is quite varied; most can fly, some can run very well, some swim, and some 
do combinations of these. Some birds cannot fly.  
Most birds can fly. Flying birds' wings are shaped to provide lift, allowing them to fly. These 
light-weight animals have adapted to their environment by flying, which makes them efficient 
hunters, lets them escape from hungry predators (like cats), and takes them away from harsh 
weather (migration).  
 
The peregrine falcon is one of the fastest birds, and has been clocked at 90 miles per hour in 
a dive (and some people say that they can dive at over 200 mph).  
 
Bird Anatomy 
 
Feathers  
 
Feathers are highly 
modified scales. 
There are different 
types of feathers that 
have different uses. 
Male birds are 
frequently more 
brightly colored than 
females. This is to 
attract females for 
mating purposes. The 
females are more 
dully colored, helping 
to camouflage her 
when she is caring for 
her young (although 
the male often cares 
for the young, with or 
without the female). 
The peacock (the 8 Photo Credit - Arizona State University; School of Life Sciences 



male peafowl is pictured above) is very brightly colored. The peahen (the female peafowl) is 
dull brown in color.  
 
Feathers are used for:  

 Flying - flight feathers, grow in the wings and the tail.  
 Thermal insulation - soft down feathers that grow close to the skin keep birds from 

getting too cold or too hot  
 Courtship and mating displays - these vary tremendously from species to species.  

Diet: 

 Modern-day birds do not have any teeth (ancient birds did have teeth). Birds have a tongue, 
but unlike our tongue, a bird's tongue has a bone in it.  
Birds spend most of their time looking for food. Most birds are insectivores (they eat insects). 
Some birds, like owls and eagles, are carnivores (meat-eaters). Some birds, like the 
hummingbird, grouse, and Canada goose, are mostly herbivores (plant-eaters). Other birds, 
like starlings, are omnivores (plant- and meat-eaters). Some birds (like the toucan) are 
fructivore (fruit-eaters)  
Birds mostly use their keen eyesight to find food. They use their beak and their claws to get 
bugs, worms, small mammals, fish, fruit, grain, or nectar.  
 
Birds play a very important part in the natural control of insect and in the dispersal of seeds. 
Some birds, like the tiny, nectar-eating hummingbird are important pollinators of some 
flowering plants. 
 
Nests and Eggs: 
 
Birds bear their young in hard-shelled eggs which hatch after some time. Some birds, like 
chickens, lay eggs each day, others (like the maleo) may go for years between laying eggs.  
Birds build nests for breeding in trees, on cliffs, or on the ground. Most birds are taken care of 
by at least one parent until they are able to fly and get their own food.  
 
The incubation period of bird eggs varies from species to species. There's also some 
variability due to the temperature. Some birds, like old-world cuckoos and some cowbirds, lay 
their eggs in other bird's nests. The non-related adult bird takes care of the cuckoo's egg 
unwittingly. Some cuckoos even kill the other eggs in the nest to insure that their egg gets 
enough food.  
 



Migration:  
Many bird species 
migrate to a cooler 
climate for 
reproducing and 
summer feeding, and 
then return to a 
warmer climate for 
the winter. It is 
unknown exactly how 
birds are able to 
navigate accurately, 
but many people are 
studying this mystery 
of how birds know 
where to fly.  
 
The Classification 
of Birds: 

Birds belong to the 
biological class Aves 
and live virtually 
everywhere on Earth. 
Birds are amniotes, 
animals whose eggs are protected from drying out (a group that includes the mammals, birds, 
dinosaurs, and reptiles). There are about 9,000 different species of birds, divided into 24 
orders and 146 Families. Most birds alive today are Neognathae (a group distinguished by 
common palate structure). Another, much smaller group, is the Palaeognathae (again 
grouped by palate structure), which includes the ostrich, kiwi, emu, rhea, and others.  
 
The Evolution of Birds 

Birds probably evolved from meat-eating (theropod) dinosaurs during the Mesozoic Era, 
roughly 150 million years ago. Early birds, like Archaeopteryx, had teeth in their mouth and 
claws on their wings.  
 
Bird Songs 
Birds sing beautiful and diversified songs. Many songbirds are becoming scarcer every year.  
Songbirds have a vocal organ called the syrinx located in the throat. The muscular syrinx has 
two halves that each vibrate to produce songs, so the bird can sing two notes at a time. To 
sing, a bird blows air from the lungs through the syrinx.  
 
Do Birds Have Knees? 
Why Do Their Legs Bend Backwards? 
Yes, birds have knees (they're often under the feathers and not easily visible), and they bend 
the same way our knees bend. The part of a bird's legs that bends backwards when it walks 
is the ankle.  
 
Heart Rate and Breathing 
In order to fly, birds need a lot of oxygen, which they get by breathing air using lungs. They 
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also need a strong circulatory system, including a powerful heart in order to circulate the 
oxygen. A bird's heart beats much faster than our heart does. A hummingbird's heart beats 
about 1,000 times each minute; a human's heart beats about 60-90 times each minute.  
 
Birds breathe using a unique system in which air follows a one-way route through the 
respiratory system. This system is unlike our lungs, in which the air backtracks where it came 
from. Their system of respiration (breathing) is very efficient - much more efficient than our 
system.  
 
Birds have two relatively small lungs (where gas exchange occurs), but the lungs are 
augmented by bellows-like air sacs (where no gas exchange occurs). These air sacs keep 
the lungs perpetually inflated (even when the bird is exhaling). Our lungs alternately fill and 
empty out. The bird's respiratory system takes up 20% of a bird’s volume (our respiratory 
system takes up only 5% of our volume).  
 
In the bird's respiratory system, air first flows through air sacs (located even inside their 
hollow bones) that direct fresh, oxygenated air into the tube-like lungs (parabronchi, where 
gas exchange occurs) both when the bird inhales and when it exhales.  
 
This system increases birds' respiratory efficiency and gives them enough oxygen for flight.  
 
Why Can Birds Perch on Power Lines? 
Birds can often safely perch on a power line without being electrocuted. For the bird (or other 
animal) to be electrocuted, a potential difference must exist across two points of the bird's 
body (its feet in the case of a bird on a power line). When perching on a single power line, 
there is no potential difference between the bird's feet, so it is safe. If the bird (or other 
animal) touches two power lines at a time, or one power line and a ground (like a ground wire 
or the earth itself), the animal would be electrocuted and die. Many large birds (like eagles 
and vultures) are electrocuted when their wide wings touch a power line and a ground wire at 
the same time (often while flying in to land on a power line). 
This is why it is VERY unsafe to fly a kite near power lines. If the kite gets tangles in the 
power lines, the kite string acts as a ground, and you can be electrocuted.  
 
BIGGEST 
The largest bird is the ostrich. It can grow up to 9 feet (2.7 m) tall. The ostrich also lays the 
largest birds' eggs which are up to 4.5 x 7 inches (11 x 18 cm) across and, weigh 3 pounds 
(1400 g).  
 
LARGEST EXTINCT BIRD 

Dromornis stirtoni which was about 10 feet (3 m) tall and weighed up to 1,000 pounds (454 
kg).  
 
SMALLEST 

The smallest bird is the bee hummingbird which is 2.5 inches long (6.2 cm) weighing only 
0.06 oz (1.6 g). Hummingbirds lay the smallest birds' eggs. They always lay 2 at a time, each 
the size of a person's small fingernail.  
 



ODDEST FLYERS 
The only backwards and sideways flyer is the hummingbird.  
 
BIRDS WITH WING CLAWS 
The Hoatzin (left) has small claws on the first and second wing digits when it is young (it uses 
the claws to climb trees). The African touraco also has wing claws when it is young. The 
ostrich has three claws on each wing.  
 
FASTEST IN THE SKY 

The fastest flying birds include:  
 The peregrine falcon, clocked at 90. There are even accounts of these raptors diving 

at speeds up to 200 mph. 
 The Spine-tailed swift, about 90-100 mph. The harpy eagle - 37-50 mph   
 Champion racing pigeons fly up to 53 mph   
 Mallard duck - 65 mph  

 
FASTEST ON LAND 

The fastest-running bird is the Ostrich which can run up to 43 mph. In contrast, the road 
runner (a type of cuckoo) runs about 12 mph. 
 
FASTEST SWIMMERS 

Gentoo Penguins are the fastest swimming birds.  
 
HIGHEST FLYER 
The highest flyer is Ruppell's griffon vulture. One collided with an airplane off the Ivory Coast 
in 1973 at 37,000 feet (11,278 m). A migrating Bar-headed Goose was once seen over the 
Himalayan Mountains in Nepal at roughly 28,000 feet.  
 
LONGEST MIGRATION 

The arctic tern makes the longest migration each year, flying 20,000 to 25,000 miles (32000-
40000 km) each year from the Arctic to the Antarctic and back again.  
 
HEAVIEST FLYER 

The heaviest flying bird is the great bustard which weighs up to 46 pounds (20.9 kg).  
 
SHORTEST LEGS 
Swifts (Apodidae) and hummingbirds.  
 
ONLY TWO POISONOUS BIRDS 

The only two known poisonous birds are the Hooded Pitohui (Pitohui dichrous, also called the 
"garbage bird") and the Ifrita (Ifrita kowaldi) from Papua, New Guinea. The toxin 
(homobatrachotoxin, a steroidal alkaloid) is concentrated in these bird's feathers and skin, 
and is probably obtained from some plant that they eat.  
 
LONGEST BEAK 

The Australian pelican's beak is up to 18.5 inches (47 cm) long.  
 
A BEAK LONGER THAN THE BODY 
The sword-billed hummingbird (Ensifera ensifera), which lives in the Andes mountains of 



South America, has a beak that is longer than its body. It uses this incredible beak to sip 
nectar from the long, tube-like datura flower.  
 
LARGEST  TONGUE 
The flamingo.  
 
BIGGEST EYES 

The ostrich has the biggest eyeballs, which are 2 inches (5 cm) across.  
 
BEST NIGHT VISION 
Owls have the best night vision; these birds hunt at night.  
 
BEST HEARING 

Owls (especially Barn Owls and Great Horned Owls) have the best hearing; these birds hunt 
at night.  
 
SMALLEST OWL 

The Elf Owl (Micrathene whitneyi) which is about 6.1 inches (16 cm) long, has a wingspan of 
15 inches (38 cm), and weighs about 1.5 ounces (4g).  
 
LARGEST OWLS 

The biggest Owls are the:  
 Great Gray Owls (Strix nebulosa) [which are about 33 inches (84 cm) long, have a 

wingspan of about 5 feet (152 cm), and weigh about 3 pounds (1450 g)]  
 
 Eurasian Eagle Owls (Bubo bubo) [which are about 28 inches (71 cm) long, have a 

wingspan of about 5.2 feet (160 cm), and weigh up to 9.8 pounds (4200 g)]  
 

 Great Horned Owls (Bubo virginianus) [which are about 25 inches (63 cm) long, have 
a wingspan of about 5 feet (152 cm), and weigh about 4 pounds (1800 g)]  

 
HEAVIEST BIRD OF PREY 
Andean condors (Vultur gryphus) - which weigh about 20-27 pounds (9-12 kg) and have a 
wingspan of over 10 feet (3 m).  
 
BIGGEST BIRDS OF PREY 
The largest birds of prey are eagles (Steller's Sea Eagle (on the left) and the Harpy Eagle) 
and vultures (the California condor (below), the Andean condor, and the Cinereous or Black 
Vulture) that have a wingspan of up to about 10 feet (3 m).  
 
MOST POWERFUL BIRD OF PREY 

Harpy Eagles (Harpia harpyja) are the most powerful bird of prey. They are about 2.8 ft (86 
cm) long and have a wingspan of about 6.5 ft (2 m). Their curved talons are up to 5 inches 
(12.5 cm) long, as long as the claws of a grizzly bear.  
 
 
LONGEST WING SPANS 

The birds with the longest wing spans are the marabou stork, a scavenger with a wing span 
of 8 -13 feet (2.4-4 m), the wandering albatross, whose wingspan is up to about 12.5-13 feet 



(3.8-4 m).  
 
BEST HOVERER 

The best hoverers are hummingbirds, terns, gulls, and kestrels (sparrow hawks).  
 
MOST THIEVING 
The most thieving bird is the magpie, which collects shiny objects for its nests.  
 
LONGEST LIFE SPANS 

Among the longest-lived birds are:  
 Parrots - various species of parrots live from 40 to over 100 years.  
 Cockatoos can live for about 75 years.  
 Macaws live for over 60-70 years in captivity.  

 
OLDEST KNOWN 

The oldest known bird is the long-extinct Archaeopteryx, which lived 135-180 million years 
ago, during the Jurassic Period. It had teeth but is considered to be a bird. Beautiful 
Archaeopteryx fossils have been found in Germany.  
 

("All About Birds.") 
 
6th-12th graders 
 

Birds (class Aves) are bipedal, endothermic (warm-blooded), vertebrate animals that lay 
eggs. There are around 10,000 living species, making them the most diverse tetrapod 
vertebrates. They inhabit ecosystems across the globe, from the Arctic to the Antarctic. Birds 
range in size from the 5 cm (2 in) Bee Hummingbird to the 2.7 m (9 ft) Ostrich. The fossil 
record indicates that birds evolved from theropod dinosaurs during the Jurassic period, 
around 150–200 Ma (million years ago), and the earliest known bird is the Late Jurassic 
Archaeopteryx, c 155–150 Ma. Most paleontologists regard birds as the only class of 
dinosaurs that survived the Cretaceous –Tertiary extinction event approximately 65.5 Ma. 

Modern birds are characterized by feathers, a beak with no teeth, the laying of hard-shelled 
eggs, a high metabolic rate, a four-chambered heart, and a lightweight but strong skeleton. 
All birds have forelimbs modified as wings and most can fly, with some exceptions including 
ratites, penguins, and a number of diverse endemic island species. Birds also have unique 
digestive and respiratory systems that are highly adapted for flight. Some birds, especially 
corvids and parrots, are among the most intelligent animal species; a number of bird species 
have been observed manufacturing and using tools, and many social species exhibit cultural 
transmission of knowledge across generations.  

Many species undertake long distance annual migrations, and many more perform shorter 
irregular movements. Birds are social; they communicate using visual signals and through 
calls and songs, and participate in social behaviors including cooperative breeding and 
hunting, flocking, and mobbing of predators. The vast majority of bird species are socially 
monogamous, usually for one breeding season at a time, sometimes for years, but rarely for 
life. Other species have breeding systems that are polygynous ("many females") or, rarely, 
polyandrous ("many males"). Eggs are usually laid in a nest and incubated by the parents. 
Most birds have an extended period of parental care after hatching. 

 



Many species are of economic importance, mostly as sources of food acquired through 
hunting or farming. Some species, particularly songbirds and parrots, are popular as pets. 
Other uses include the harvesting of guano (droppings) for use as fertilizers. Birds figure 
prominently in all aspects of human culture from religion to poetry to popular music. About 
120–130 species have become extinct as a result of human activity since the 17th century, 
and hundreds more before then. Currently about 1,200 species of birds are threatened with 
extinction by human activities, though efforts are underway to protect them. 

Distribution 

Birds live and breed in most terrestrial habitats and on all seven continents, reaching their 
southern extreme in the Snow Petrel's breeding colonies up to 440 kilometers (270 mi) inland 
in Antarctica. The highest bird diversity occurs in tropical regions. It was earlier thought that 
this high diversity was the result of higher speciation rates in the tropics, however recent 
studies found higher speciation rates in the high latitudes that were offset by greater 
extinction rates than in the tropics. Several families of birds have adapted to life both on the 
world's oceans and in them, with some seabird species coming ashore only to breed and 
some penguins have been recorded diving up to 300 meters (980 ft). 

Many bird species have established breeding populations in areas to which they have been 
introduced by humans. Some of these introductions have been deliberate; the Ring-necked 
Pheasant, for example, has been introduced around the world as a game bird. Others have 
been accidental, such as the establishment of wild Monk Parakeets in several North 
American cities after their escape from captivity. Some species, including Cattle Egret, 
Yellow-headed Caracara and Galah, have spread naturally far beyond their original ranges 
as agricultural practices created suitable new habitat. 

 

Anatomy 

                              
Compared with other vertebrates, birds have a body plan that shows many unusual 
adaptations, mostly to facilitate flight. 

The skeleton consists of very lightweight bones. They have large air-filled cavities which 
connect with the respiratory system. The skull bones are fused and do not show cranial 
sutures. The orbits are large and separated by a bony septum. The spine has cervical, 
thoracic, lumbar and caudal regions with the number of cervical (neck) vertebrae highly 
variable and especially flexible, but movement is reduced in the anterior thoracic vertebrae 
and absent in the later vertebrae. The last few are fused with the pelvis to form the 
synsacrum. The ribs are flattened and the sternum is keeled for the attachment of flight 
muscles except in the flightless bird orders. The forelimbs are modified into wings.  

Like the reptiles, birds are primarily uricotelic, that is, their kidneys extract nitrogenous wastes 
from their bloodstream and excrete it as uric acid instead of urea or ammonia. Uric acid is 
excreted along with feces as a semisolid waste since birds do not have a separate bladder or 
urethral opening. The cloaca is a multi-purpose opening: waste is expelled through it, birds 
mate by joining cloaca, and females lay eggs from it. In addition, many species of birds 
regurgitate pellets. The digestive system of birds is unique, with a crop for storage and a 
gizzard that contains swallowed stones for grinding food to compensate for the lack of teeth. 
Most birds are highly adapted for rapid digestion to aid with flight. Some migratory birds have 
the additional ability to reduce parts of the intestines prior to migration. 



Birds have one of the most complex respiratory systems of all animal groups. Upon 
inhalation, 75% of the fresh air bypasses the lungs and flows directly into a posterior air sac 
which extends from the lungs and connects with air spaces in the bones and fills them with 
air. The other 25% of the air goes directly into the lungs. When the bird exhales, the used air 
flows out of the lung and the stored fresh air from the posterior air sac is simultaneously 
forced into the lungs. Thus, a bird's lungs receive a constant supply of fresh air during both 
inhalation and exhalation. Sound production is achieved using the syrinx, a muscular 
chamber with several tympanic membranes which is situated at the lower end of the trachea, 
from where it separates. The bird's heart has four chambers and the right aortic arch gives 
rise to systemic circulation (unlike in the mammals where the left arch is involved).  

The nervous system is large relative to the bird's size. The most developed part of the brain is 
the one that controls the flight-related functions, while the cerebellum coordinates movement 
and the cerebrum controls behavior patterns, navigation, mating and nest building. Most birds 
have a poor sense of smell with notable exceptions including kiwis, New World vultures and 
tubenoses. The avian visual system is usually highly developed. Water birds have special 
flexible lenses, allowing accommodation for vision in air and water. Birds possess ultraviolet 
(UV) sensitive cone cells in the eye as well as green, red and blue ones. This allows them to 
perceive ultraviolet light, which is involved in courtship. Many birds show plumage patterns in 
ultraviolet that are invisible to the human eye; some birds whose sexes appear similar to the 
naked eye are distinguished by the presence of ultraviolet reflective patches on their feathers. 
The eyelids of a bird are not used in blinking. Instead the eye is lubricated by the nictitating 
membrane, a third eyelid that moves horizontally. The nictitating membrane also covers the 
eye and acts as a contact lens in many aquatic birds. Most birds cannot move their eyes, 
although there are exceptions, such as the Great Cormorant. Birds with eyes on the sides of 
their heads have a wide visual field, while birds with eyes on the front of their heads, such as 
owls, have binocular vision and can estimate the depth of field. 

A few species are able to use chemical defenses against predators; some can eject 
unpleasant oil against an aggressor, and some species of from New Guinea secrete a 
powerful neurotoxin in their skin and feathers. 

Birds have two sexes: male and female. However, one recent study demonstrated 
temperature-dependent sex determination among Australian Brush-turkeys, for which higher 
temperatures during incubation resulted in a higher female-to-male sex ratio. 
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Feathers, plumage and scales 

Feathers are a feature unique to birds. They facilitate flight, provide insulation that aids in 
thermoregulation, and are used in display, camouflage, and signaling. There are several 
types of feathers, each serving its own set of purposes. Feathers are epidermal growths 
attached to the skin. The distribution pattern of these feather tracts is used in taxonomy. The 
arrangement and appearance of feathers on the body, called plumage, may vary within 
species by age, social status, and sex. 

Plumage is regularly moulted; the standard plumage of a bird that has moulted after breeding 
is known as the "non-breeding" plumage. Moulting is annual in most species, although some 
may have two moults a year and large birds of prey may moult only once every few years. 
Moulting patterns vary across species. Some drop and regrow wing flight feathers, starting 
sequentially from the outermost feathers and progressing inwards, while others replace 
feathers starting from the innermost ones. A small number of species, such as ducks and 
geese, lose all of their flight feathers at once, temporarily becoming flightless. Before nesting, 
the females of most bird species gain a bare brood patch by losing feathers close to the belly. 
The skin there is well supplied with blood vessels and helps the bird in incubation.  

 
Feathers require maintenance and birds preen or groom them daily, spending an average of 
around 9% of their daily time on this. The bill is used to brush away foreign particles and to 
apply waxy secretions; these secretions protect the feathers' flexibility and act as an 
antimicrobial agent, inhibiting the growth of feather-degrading bacteria. The scales of birds 
are composed of the same keratin as beaks, claws, and spurs. They are found mainly on the 
toes and metatarsus, but may be found further up on the ankle in some birds. Most bird 
scales do not overlap significantly, except in the cases of kingfishers and woodpeckers.  

Flight 

Most birds can fly, which distinguishes them from almost all other vertebrates. Flight is the 
primary means of locomotion for most bird species and is used for breeding, feeding, and 
predator avoidance and escape. Birds have various adaptations for flight, including a 
lightweight skeleton, two large flight muscles and a modified forelimb (wing). Wing shape and 
size generally determine a bird species' type of flight; many birds combine powered, flapping 
flight with less energy-intensive soaring flight. About 60 extant bird species are flightless, as 
were many extinct birds. Flightlessness often arises in birds on isolated islands, probably due 
to limited resources and the absence of land predators.  

Behavior 

Most birds are diurnal, but some birds, such as many species of owls and nightjars, are 
nocturnal or crepuscular (active during twilight hours), and many coastal waders feed when 
the tides are appropriate, by day or night. 

Diet and feeding 

Birds' diets are varied and often include nectar, fruit, plants, seeds, carrion, and various small 
animals, including other birds. Because birds have no teeth, their digestive system is adapted 
to process unmasticated food items that are swallowed whole. 

Birds that employ many strategies to obtain food or feed on a variety of food items are called 
generalists, while others that concentrate time and effort on specific food items or have a 
single strategy to obtain food are considered specialists. Birds' feeding strategies vary by 



species. Many birds glean for insects, invertebrates, fruit, or seeds. Some hunt insects by 
suddenly attacking from a branch. Nectar feeders such as hummingbirds, sunbirds, Lories, 
and lorikeets amongst others have specially adapted brushy tongues and in many cases bills 
designed to fit co-adapted flowers. Kiwis and shorebirds with long bills probe for 
invertebrates; shorebirds' varied bill lengths and feeding methods result in the separation of 
ecological niches. Loons, diving ducks, penguins and auks pursue their prey underwater, 
using their wings or feet for propulsion, while aerial predators such as, kingfishers and terns 
plunge dive after their prey. Flamingos, and some ducks are filter feeders. Geese and 
dabbling ducks are primarily grazers. Some species, including frigatebirds, gulls, and skuas, 
engage in Kleptoparasitism, stealing food items from other birds. Kleptoparasitism is thought 
to be a supplement to food obtained by hunting, rather than a significant part of any species' 
diet; a study of Great Frigatebirds stealing from Masked Boobies estimated that the 
frigatebirds stole at most 40% of their food and on average stole only 5%. Other birds are 
scavengers; some of these, like vultures, are specialized carrion eaters, while others, like 
gulls, corvids, or other birds of prey, are opportunists. 

Migration 

Many bird species migrate to take advantage of global differences of seasonal temperatures, 
therefore optimizing availability of food sources and breeding habitat. These migrations vary 
among the different groups. Many land birds, shorebirds, and water birds undertake annual 
long distance migrations, usually triggered by the length of daylight as well as weather 
conditions. These birds are characterized by a breeding season spent in the temperate or 
arctic/Antarctic regions and a non-breeding season in the tropical regions or opposite 
hemisphere. Before migration, birds substantially increase body fats and reserves and reduce 
the size of some of their organs. Migration is highly demanding energetically, particularly as 
birds need to cross deserts and oceans without refueling. Land birds have a flight range of 
around 2,500 km (1,600 mi) and shorebirds can fly up to 4,000 km (2,500 mi), although the 
Bar-tailed Godwit is capable of non-stop flights of up to 10,200 km (6,300 mi). Seabirds also 
undertake long migrations, the longest annual migration being those of Sooty Shearwaters, 
which nest in New Zealand and Chile and spend the northern summer feeding in the North 
Pacific off Japan, Alaska and California, an annual round trip of 64,000 km (39,800 mi). Other 
seabirds disperse after breeding, travelling widely but having no set migration route. 
Albatrosses nesting in the Southern Ocean often undertake circumpolar trips between 
breeding seasons. 

 
Some bird species undertake shorter migrations, travelling only as far as is required to avoid 
bad weather or obtain food. Irruptive species such as the boreal finches are one such group 
and can commonly be found at a location in one year and absent the next. This type of 
migration is normally associated with food availability. Species may also travel shorter 
distances over part of their range. Altitudinal migration is a form of short distances migration 
in which birds spend the breeding season at higher altitudes elevations and move to lower 
ones during suboptimal conditions. It is most often triggered by temperature changes and 
usually occurs when the normal territories also become inhospitable due to lack of food. 
Some species may also be nomadic, holding no fixed territory and moving according to 
weather and food availability. Parrots as a family are overwhelmingly neither migratory nor 
sedentary but considered to either be dispersive, irruptive, and nomadic or undertake small 
and irregular migrations. 



Communication 

Birds communicate using primarily visual and auditory signals. Signals can be interspecific 
(between species) and intraspecific (within species). 

Birds sometimes use plumage to assess and assert social dominance, to display breeding 
condition in sexually selected species, or to make threatening displays, as in the Sunbittern's 
mimicry of a large predator to ward off hawks and protect young chicks. Variation in plumage 
also allows for the identification of birds, particularly between species. Visual communication 
among birds may also involve ritualized displays, which have developed from non-signaling 
actions such as preening, the adjustments of feather position, pecking, or other behavior. 
These displays may signal aggression or submission or may contribute to the formation of 
pair-bonds. The most elaborate displays occur during courtship, where "dances" are often 
formed from complex combinations of many possible component movements; males' 
breeding success may depend on the quality of such displays. 

Bird calls and songs, which are produced in the syrinx, are the major means by which birds 
communicate with sound. This communication can be very complex; some species can 
operate the two sides of the syrinx independently, allowing the simultaneous production of 
two different songs. Calls are used for a variety of purposes, including mate attraction, 
evaluation of potential mates, bond formation, the claiming and maintenance of territories, the 
identification of other individuals (such as when parents look for chicks in colonies or when 
mates reunite at the start of breeding season), and the warning of other birds of potential 
predators, sometimes with specific information about the nature of the threat. Some birds 
also use mechanical sounds for auditory communication.  

Resting and roosting 

Many birds, like this American Flamingo, tuck their head into their back when sleeping 
The high metabolic rates of birds during the active part of the day are supplemented by rest 
at other times. Sleeping birds often use a type of sleep known as vigilant sleep, where 
periods of rest are interspersed with quick eye-opening 'peeks', allowing them to be sensitive 
to disturbances and enable rapid escape from threats. Swifts have been widely believed to be 
able to sleep while flying; however, this has not been confirmed by experimental evidence. 
However, there may be certain kinds of sleep which are possible even when in flight. 
Communal roosting is common because it lowers the loss of body heat and decreases the 
risks associated with predators. Roosting sites are often chosen with regard to 
thermoregulation and safety 

Many sleeping birds bend their heads over their backs and tuck their bills in their back 
feathers, although others place their beaks among their breast feathers. Many birds rest on 
one leg, while some may pull up their legs into their feathers, especially in cold weather 

Breeding 

Social systems 

Ninety-five percent of bird species are socially monogamous. These species pair for at least 
the length of the breeding season or—in some cases—for several years or until the death of 
one mate. Monogamy allows for biparental care, which is especially important for species in 
which females require males' assistance for successful brood-rearing. Among many socially 
monogamous species, extra-pair copulation (infidelity) is common. Such behavior typically 
occurs between dominant males and females paired with subordinate males, but may also be 
the result of forced copulation in ducks and other anatids. For females, possible benefits of 



extra-pair copulation include getting better genes for her offspring and insuring against the 
possibility of infertility in her mate. Males of species that engage in extra-pair copulations will 
closely guard their mates to ensure the parentage of the offspring that they raise. 

Other mating systems, including polygyny, polyandry, polygamy, polygynandry, and 
promiscuity, also occur. Polygamous breeding systems arise when females are able to raise 
broods without the help of males. Some species may use more than one system depending 
on the circumstances. 

Breeding usually involves some form of courtship display, typically performed by the male. 
Most displays are rather simple and involve some type of song. Some displays, however, are 
quite elaborate. Depending on the species, these may include wing or tail drumming, 
dancing, aerial flights, or communal leaking. Females are generally the ones that drive 
partner selection, although in the polyandrous phalaropes, this is reversed: plainer males 
choose brightly colored females. Courtship feeding and billing are commonly performed 
between partners, generally after the birds have paired and mated.  

Territories, nesting and incubation 

 Many birds actively defend a territory from others of the same species during the breeding 
season; maintenance of territories protects the food source for their chicks. Species that are 
unable to defend feeding territories, such as seabirds and swifts, often breed in colonies 
instead; this is thought to offer protection from predators. Colonial breeders defend small 
nesting sites and competition between and within species for nesting sites can be intense.  
 
All birds lay amniotic eggs with hard shells made mostly of calcium carbonate. Hole and 
burrow nesting species tend to lay white or pale eggs, while open nesters lay camouflaged 
eggs. There are many exceptions to this pattern, however; the ground-nesting nightjars have 
pale eggs, and camouflage is instead provided by their plumage. Species that are victims of 
brood parasites have varying egg colors to improve the chances of spotting a parasite's egg, 

which forces female parasites to 
match their eggs to those of their 
hosts.  

Bird eggs are usually laid in a 
nest. Most species create 
somewhat elaborate nests, which 
can be cups, domes, plates, 
beds scrapes, mounds, or 
burrows. Some bird nests, 
however, are extremely primitive; 
albatross nests are no more than 
a scrape on the ground. Most 
birds build nests in sheltered, 
hidden areas to avoid predation, 
but large or colonial birds—which 
are more capable of defense—
may build more open nests. 
During nest construction, some 
species seek out plant matter 
from plants with parasite-
reducing toxins to improve chick 
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survival, and feathers are often used for nest insulation. Some bird species have no nests; 
the cliff-nesting Common Guillemot lays its eggs on bare rock, and male Emperor Penguins 
keep eggs between their body and feet.  

Incubation, which optimizes temperature for chick development, usually begins after the last 
egg has been laid. In monogamous species incubation duties are often shared, whereas in 
polygamous species one parent is wholly responsible for incubation. Warmth from parents 
passes to the eggs through brood patches, areas of bare skin on the abdomen or breast of 
the incubating birds. Incubation can be an energetically demanding process; adult 
albatrosses, for instance, lose as much as 83 grams (2.9 oz) of body weight per day of 
incubation.  

Parental care and fledging 

At the time of their hatching, chicks range in development from helpless to independent, 
depending on their species. Helpless chicks are termed altricial, and tend to be born small, 
blind, immobile and naked; chicks that are mobile and feathered upon hatching are termed 
precocil. Altricial chicks need help thermoregulating and must be brooded for longer than 
precocial chicks. Chicks at neither of these extremes can be semi-precocial or semi-altricial. 

The length and nature of parental care varies widely amongst different orders and species.  

Ecology 

Birds occupy a wide range of ecological positions. While some birds are generalists, others 
are highly specialised in their habitat or food requirements. Even within a single habitat, such 
as a forest, the niches occupied by different species of birds vary, with some species feeding 
in the forest canopy, others beneath the canopy, and still others on the forest floor. Forest 
birds may be insectivores, frugivores, and nectarivores. Aquatic birds generally feed by 
fishing, plant eating, and piracy or kleptoparasitism. Birds of prey specialise in hunting 
mammals or other birds, while vultures are specialised scavengers. 

Some nectar-feeding birds are important pollinators, and many frugivores play a key role in 
seed dispersal.  Plants and pollinating birds often coevolve, and in some cases a flower's 
primary pollinator is the only species capable of reaching its nectar. 

Birds are often important to island ecology. Birds have frequently reached islands that 
mammals have not; on those islands, birds may fulfill ecological roles typically played by 
larger animals.  

("Bird.”)



 
Objectives: 

 Learn what is involved in creating an ecosystem 

 Understand the elements of a successful terrarium 
 
Materials:  

 One 2-liter bottle of soda (with cap)  
 Potting Soil  
 A handful of small stones or pebbles  
 A Marker  
 Scissors  
 Seeds  
 Seedlings (small plants) this is optional if you want to start right out with plants in your 

terrarium  
 Extra: If you want to make a really good terrarium you would also use activated 

charcoal and sphagnum moss. More on this below. 

 
 

Procedure:  

Step 1: Draw a line around the bottle about six inches up. I use a neat little trick to make a 

nice straight line. I rest the marker on the top of an upside down coffee cup then I rotate the 2 
liter bottle. It makes a nice straight line.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cut the bottle along the line with a pair of scissors. You may need to start a small hole in the 
bottle before you can cut it with the scissors. Please ask a parent or adult to help you with 
this cutting of the bottle.  

Activity 1: Create a Terrarium 



  

  

  

  

Place a handful of stones in the bottom half of the bottle. About 1-2 inches deep should be 
good.  

  

  

Place your other materials in the bottle. The charcoal then the moss then the 
soil. If you are not using charcoal or moss then put just the soil in. fill it to 
about 1 inch from the top. 

Now Plant your seeds! You should plant 6 to 10 seeds and later as they grow 
you can pluck out some of the weaker ones and leave the 2 or 3 best ones.  

  

Don't forget to water your terrarium before placing the top on. The soil should be moist 
but not soaked.  

  

Now Place the top on. I recommend you squeeze the top onto the bottom so 
the top is on the outside.  

 If you have trouble fitting the two pieces together you can cut a slit about 
halfway down the bottom half of the bottle. this will help it close up a bit and 
make it easier to fit the top over it.  

  

Congratulations your terrarium is completed. In a few days your seeds should germinate and 
in no time you will have a soda bottle terrarium that looks as nice as this one.  

  

 

 

 



Taking Care of Your Soda Bottle Terrarium 

There are two important factors you have to consider when it comes to your terrarium: the 
amount of sunlight it gets and the amount of water that is inside.  

Once the plants have sprouted you should make sure it gets sunlight but do not leave it in 
direct sunlight for the entire day. It is a closed environment and it can get very hot inside.  

Water - Look carefully at the soil in the terrarium. It should look moist but not soaked or too 
dry. Beads of water should form on the top inside near edge and these will drip down the 
sides and continue to water the soil. If it appears to be too wet you can take the top off and 
leave it uncovered for a day or two.  

  

 

 
 
 



 

 
 
Objectives:  

 Students will be able to identify the layers of the Earth 

 
Materials 

 4 oz. pkg. raspberry gelatin dessert 

 4 oz. pkg. instant vanilla pudding 
8 oz. pkg. black cherry gelatin dessert 

 4 cups boiling water (can be boiled and kept hot in thermos) 

 4 cups cold water 
3 mixing bowls 

 12 graham crackers 
1/2 cup melted margarine 

 1/4 cup granulated sugar 

 10" diameter clear glass bowl 

 (Small paper cups and spoons for after discussion) 
 
Procedure: 

1. Make the gelatin desserts in separate bowls and according to the directions on the 
side of the box. Put in refrigerator to set. 

2. Have the children crush the graham crackers into fine crumbs. This can be done by 
putting the crackers in a zip-lock bag and having the children pound the bag until the 
crackers are in very fine crumbs.   

3. Mix the graham cracker crumbs with the melted margarine and granulated sugar. 
Press the mixture on the bottom and along the sides of the glass bowl to form a crust. 
Set aside.  

4. After two hours the gelatin will set. Spoon the black cherry into the graham cracker 
crust. Form it so that there is about a five inch pocket in the middle.  

5. Next, spoon in the lemon gelatin, leaving a two inch hole. Into this center, spoon the 
raspberry gelatin.  

6. Allow time for each child to take a look at the Earth Bowl and discuss its layers. Then 
dig in!  

Activity 2: The Earth Bowl 



Important Concepts:  

 In the Earth Bowl the graham cracker crust represents the earth's crust which is 
about 20 miles deep; the black cherry is the mantle (4,000 miles deep); the 
lemon gelatin is the outer core (2,200 miles deep); and the raspberry gelatin is 
the inner core (800 miles deep). 

 Although the Earth Bowl is made of cool gelatin, the center of the earth is 
actually extremely hot.  

 In the classroom the Earth Bowl took only a few hours to make; in actuality the 
earth took 5 billion years to form.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 
Objectives: 

 Students will understand and apply the concept of adaptation and its role in survival 
 
Materials: 

 Craft material 

 A picture of bird’s feet, beak and bodies. 

 Bird PowerPoint Presentation 

 Laptop  

 Projector 
 
Procedure: 

1. Take a walk to the Tropical Hardwood Hammock, the mangroves forest and the salt 
marshes.   

2. Take a look at the bay. 
3. Look for birds and describe their characteristics. 
4. Describe the habitats’ characteristics and explain about animals adaptations. 
5. Go back to the classroom and show the power point presentation. 
6. Provide students with craft material and ask them to create an imaginary bird using the 

material and the information provided during the presentation. 
7. Before students begin to create their bird let them know they need to plan the 

adaptations they will use. Once they feel they have planned they are now able to draw 
on their white paper. Tell students they will have between 10-15 minutes to create their 
bird and they will have to present the bird to the rest of the class.  

8. Have students share their birds with the rest of the class. As students present, prompt 
students about why they chose the particular adaptations they did.  
Wrap up by stating. 

9. Take students back to the habitats presented before the activity and ask them where 
their birds will survive according to their characteristics.   

 

Activity 3: Bird Adaptations 



 
 
Objectives: 

 Students will be understand the dependence of plants and animals on each other 

 Students will observe the affect that one plant or animal can have on many 
 
Materials: 

 2 Markers of different colors 

 Game cards (life cards) 

 Water Cards (cut up scrap paper) 

 Wristbands (color coded) 

 3 red safety vests (for disasters) 
 
Procedure: 
 

This is a game about the food chain in which everybody takes the part of a plant or animal.  It 
can be adapted to different ecosystems. Plants are at the bottom of the food chain; there are 
lots of plants.  They make their own food, a special talent.  No animals could exist without 
them.  Some animals eat plants; larger animals eat those animals and so on.  The large 
predators are at the top of the food chain.  There are only a few of these.  Disasters affect all 
plants and animals in the system; nothing can kill them. 
 
To Survive:   

 All plants and animals must get 6 water marks (3 of each color). 

 Plants only need to get to water marks (3 of each color).  They don’t need to eat 
anyone because they make their own food. 

 All animals must tag one other animal for food (the correct color).  All animals need 6 
water marks and one food card of the color they eat. 

 You are dead when you have… 
o No original cards left 
o Not enough water marks 
o No food card when whistle blows to end the game 

Rules: 
1. Water stations are safety zones 
2. No guarding water stations 
3. No teamwork to tag prey 
4. Everybody can only tag each person once 
5. Tag gently (no pushing, or tackling) 

 
Tagging Order: 

 Disasters can tag anybody – Plant or animal 

 Red Cards (large predators) – tag BLUE 

 Blue Cards – tag YELLOW 

 Yellow Cards – tag WHITE 

 White Cards – tag GREEN 
 

Activity 4: The Survival Game 



 
Cards list: 
 
Disasters  
(3 disasters) 

 Hurricane, Fire, Disease  
Wear red vests and do not carry cards 
 
Red Cards – 
 Largest Predators  
(1 card each) 

1. Great Horned Owl 
2. Swallowed tailed Kite 
3. Bobcat 

 
Blue Cards – 
 Medium Sized Predators  
(2 cards each) 

1. Gray Fox 
2. Screech Owl 
3. Raccoon 
4. Red Rat Snake 
5. Yellow Rat Snake 

 
Yellow Cards –  
Small to Medium Predators  
(4 cards each): 

1. Marine Toad 
2. Great Crested 

Flycatcher 
3. Golden Silk Spider 
4. Red-Bellied 

Woodpecker 
5. Green Anole 
6. Spotted Skunk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

White Cards – 
 Smallest Animals; Plant Eaters  
(4 cards each) 

1. Marsh Rabbit 
2. Gray Squirrel 
3. Grasshopper 
4. Mole Cricket 
5. Cicada 
6. Cotton Rat 
7. Wood Roach 
8. June Beetle 

 
Green Cards –  
Plants  
(6 cards each) 

1. Strangler Fig 
2. Wild Grape 
3. Live Oak 
4. Satin Leaf 
5. Wild Coffee 
6. Elderberry 
7. Gumbo Limbo 
8. Coco Plum 
9. Red Bay 
10. Pigeon Plum 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 Name the 4 layers of the Earth. 

 What is an ecosystem? 

 What are some adaptations that some birds may have acquired? 

 Explain the theory of plate tectonics. 

 Give an example of a food chain. 

Assessments 



 
Accommodations: Notebook Quick List 

A general list of accommodations designed for lesson plan books 

 

Instructional methodology and materials 

 Needs alternate format to obtain information—Braille, large print, oral, 

simplified text 

 Needs assistance with note taking – copy of notes, outline, note taker 

 Needs concrete objects, pictures, or graphics 

 Needs appropriate assistive technology: _______________________ 

 Needs advanced organizers or study guides 

 Needs adapted materials—uncluttered, fewer items, highlighted 

 Other: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Assignments and assessments 

 Needs to use alternate response mode—tell, draw, write, point 

 Needs appropriate assistive technology: ______________________ 

 Needs guides or prompts for specified tasks: __________________ 

 Needs extended access to instructional resources and equipment 

 Needs personal assistance – teacher, aide, peer, volunteer, interpreter 

 Other: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Learning environment 

 Needs adapted environment—acoustical treatment, lighting, barrier-free 

 Needs preferential seating or study carrel 

 Needs individual system for behavior management 

 Needs to have instruction in small groups or one-to-one 

 Needs individual planner or assistance with organization 

 Other: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Time demands and schedules 

Accommodations 



 Needs additional time to complete course or grade 

 Needs additional time to complete assignments and tests 

 Needs to have independent or group work sessions in short time segments 

 Needs reduction in number of required practice or assessment items 

 Other: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Communication systems 

 Uses Total Communication 

 Uses American Sign Language, Finger spelling, or Signing Exact English 

 Uses augmentative communication system: _____________________ 

 Needs instruction in home language other than English: 

 Other: __________________________________________________ 

 

Source: Beech, M., McKay, J. P., Frey, N., & Ward, T. (2000). Dealing with differences: 

Strategies that work! Trainer notebook, Tallahassee, FL: Florida Department of Education. 
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